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SUMMARY OF HU-I078/8404/63 SALIENT COMMENTS (paraphrased) 

Describe location of SUBJECT on 20 April 84. 

SUBJECT is in a lone building in a damaged abandoned 

area. t\ portion Df this building is dama\Jed. The 

building is tall and white. The building is no 

longer used by the people it was built for; it's 

a ban {j 0 ned and tl a sa" s c h 0 0 1 h 0 use" fee 1 i n (~ . See 

sketch Ifl. 

Tell me more about the area. 

This is a rubblcd, abandoned area away from the 

city. From this area one can see a city (seems like 

maybe 7 miles) to tIle north-northeast and farther 

behind the city (seems like maybe 21 miles) very high 

ground. East of SUBJECT's location is a dry Darren 

area of flat, rolling land brown-yellow in color. 

This is a large area which continues to a border (not 

further identified). South of SUBJECT's location is 

a flat valley with high cliffs. This Is a large area 

generally uni forrn in appearance. The grouncl Is hard, 

porous, dry, and yellow like limestone. West of 
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SUBJECT's area a considel'alJle distance (seems like 

maybe 50 miles) is the shore and water. Northwest is 

a populated area confined to the territory along the 

coast. 

Describe SUBJECT's physical and psychological 

condition. 

He is alive but tired, sore and weak. He seem~; 

nervous and appears to be waiting. 

Describe who to see, or where to go to gain SUBJECT's 

release. 

One must go to a large brown block shaped buIlding, 

an2mbassy, in tile populated area along the shore 

(see sketch #2). This building is somewhere in the 

lower left quaclrant of this populated area. The 

people at SUBJECT's location rlave short black hair 

and are wearing light clothes. They are like 

solcHers .in that tr1ey are only holding SUBJECT 

because they were told to do so. 
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